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The Buildings and Their 
Locally Engaged Staff

David Lowe

This chapter examines the Australian High Commission in New Delhi 
in terms of its local grounding. Part of this grounding is material and 
geographic. There is a case to make for the high commission being one of 
the most integrated of all Australia’s overseas posts, with its locale and with 
an era defined by a particular architecture. This case unfolds according to 
both the shaper of the buildings and grounds, and also the people who 
most constantly occupied them.

Postwar city-building, including the expansion of New Delhi, was marked 
by new modes of architectural expression, including forms of modernism 
in dialogue with local heritage and environmental sensibilities. As apostles 
of the international modernist movement, foreign-born architects left 
their mark on post-independence India, and Le Corbusier’s imprint on 
the Punjab capital of Chandigarh remains a much-discussed example. 
But none responded to the Indian landscape and design over decades 
and remade modernism within an Indian framework in the way that 
American-born Joseph Allen Stein managed.

Certainly, none of those whose work punctuates the growth of New Delhi 
is more celebrated than Stein; and Stein’s first major commissioned work 
in the capital, in 1955, was the Australian High Commission chancery and 
residence. The high commission’s stature as both exemplar of architectural 
innovation and part of a bigger legacy Stein left in New Delhi invites 
further consideration, especially in the context of the recent emergence 
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of scholarly interest in the geographical and material circumstances of 
diplomacy, and their connections to the vast, swirling debates on soft 
power and public diplomacy. It presents a good opportunity to take up the 
challenge put by Naoko Shimazu who argues that integrating place with 
the diplomatic process is a necessary task, consistent with the changing 
nature of the state and increased popular participation in political processes 
over the course of the twentieth century. She suggests that ‘Studies of 
diplomacy need to integrate “the people” more centrally to their analyses 
and interpretations as befitting the social reality of contemporary world’ 
by paying closer attention to places.1

The other dimension to the high commission’s ‘local grounding’, and one 
that also addresses Shimazu’s call, is an exploration of the presence of large 
numbers of locally engaged staff (LES) in the high commission. While this 
is not distinctive to the post in New Delhi—most overseas posts depend 
heavily on LES—the size of the post makes it an important feature, and 
again, one that has not received significant scholarly attention. To what 
extent are LES ‘invested’ in Australian national interests, as they construct 
them? How does a career at the high commission, often much longer 
than the three-year rotations of Australian-based staff, enable different 
perspectives on the work of the post? And in what ways do LES observe 
and reflect on changes over time? A series of interviews conducted with 
LES of the high commission in February 2016 help to address these 
questions and underpins the second section of the chapter.

The Buildings and the Legacy of Stein
Given the huge costs and the heightened symbolic attachment to embassy/
high commission buildings, it is not surprising that the architecture 
of diplomacy is an emerging subfield of the history of architecture. 
Chanceries are symbolically charged and speak to both the imagined 
futures in diplomatic relationships and stylistic trends of a particular 
time. The enduring qualities of buildings should not be underestimated 

1  Naoko Shimazu, ‘Places in Diplomacy’, Political Geography 31, no. 6 (2012): 336, doi.org/10.1016/ 
j.polgeo.2012.03.005; and for a collection on the politics and diplomacy of postwar furniture in official 
buildings see Fredie Floré and Cammie McAtee (eds), The Politics of Furniture: Identity, Diplomacy and 
Persuasion in Post-War Interiors (Abingdon: Routledge, 2017), doi.org/10.4324/9781315554389.

http://doi.org/10.1016/j.polgeo.2012.03.005
http://doi.org/10.1016/j.polgeo.2012.03.005
http://doi.org/10.4324/9781315554389
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as a potential counter to the fluctuations in relations between nations. 
In the words of architectural historians Isabelle Gournay and Jane Loeffler, 
foreign missions:

become fixtures that stand as symbols of national commitment 
and expectation. They also provide snapshots of key moments 
in the history of a diplomatic relationship and insight into the 
changing meaning of architecture.2

The location, the dimensions and the features of foreign missions can 
speak to national identity, a bilateral relationship, a shared presence with 
other foreign missions and local architecture, and a sense of the future, 
to varying degrees. They also speak to changing external conditions. 
In the last three decades, for example, the need for enhanced security 
has increasingly imposed on the forms and points of access in foreign 
missions, including for the Australian High Commission in New Delhi.

International politics was a constant factor in foreign mission–building 
in independent India, and especially so as the Cold War deepened. Not 
surprisingly, this was particularly notable in United States buildings. In the 
mid-1950s, when plans for Australia’s High Commission in New Delhi 
were drawn up, the American approach to building overseas missions 
was turning from the more internationalist form of modern sleek ‘skin 
and bones’ buildings, to more conspicuously nationalist expressions. US 
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles established a new policy body in 
the State Department in 1953, the Architectural Advisory Panel (AAP), 
to oversee the expansion of United States representation abroad in ways 
that eschewed any one particular style, but designed buildings that had 
a ‘distinguishable American flavour’.3 The AAP held ongoing discussions 
on the limitations of mere functionalism and the need to represent, amid 
any historical architectural sensibilities, pride in the power and richness 
of American life. Edward Stone, the architect chosen to design the new 
American Embassy in New Delhi and an influential member of the AAP, 
stressed the importance of permanence and endurance in design, ‘the idea 
that the United States had a long and solid stake in the host country, 
through the use of explicit symbolism and monumental architecture’.4 

2  Isabelle Gournay and Jane C Loeffler, ‘Washington and Ottawa: A Tale of Two Embassies’, Journal 
of the Society of Architectural Historians 61, no. 4 (2002): 480, and 480–507, doi.org/10.2307/991870.
3  Quoted in Ron Theodore Robin, Enclaves of America: the Rhetoric of American Political Architecture 
Abroad, 1900–1965 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), 150.
4  Ibid., 152 and 136–66.

http://doi.org/10.2307/991870
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Stone’s New Delhi embassy, constructed in 1954–58, dominates its 28-
acre site, an imposing rectangular block that incorporates local-style 
lattice masonry. It attracted, and continues to attract, praise in India but 
also mixed feelings from those working there, including United States 
Ambassador John Kenneth Galbraith, for whom its expense and grandeur 
(a ‘modern Taj Mahal’) triumphed in both a positive and negative way 
over practical living and working spaces.5 Stone’s was one of the many 
expressions of generously funded American embassy-building projects in 
the second half of the 1950s that required a strong degree of ‘Americanism’ 
moulded with a continued embrace of modernism—a Cold War 
framework within which there could still be diversity in individual styles.6

Delhi sat at the crossroads of the Cold War and decolonisation during 
the 1950s and these geopolitical currents informed the spatial as well as 
the human politics of the Indian capital. For foreign missions, the decade 
was a transitional one, marking the building, or at least commencement, 
of new foreign missions. The makeshift premises of the 1940s, several 
of which were formerly princely residences, gave way to purpose-
built embassies and high commissions in a new diplomatic enclave, 
Chanakyapuri, the first major extension of the capital beyond Luytens’s 
design boundaries, to the south. During the 1950s and 1960s this highly 
planned area sprouted embassies, hotels and international schools, 
connected by wide avenues and punctuated by green areas, including 
Nehru Park, which was designed for the pleasure of diplomatic families 
in 1969.

Australian High Commissioner Walter Crocker acquired land under 
a perpetual lease at 1/50 Shantipath, Chanakyapuri, in 1953. This would 
be the site of the first overseas mission built for Australian purpose since 
Australia House in London was opened in 1918. Other missions had, up 
to this point, been content to locate in existing buildings.7 The novelty 
for Australia thus chimed with the excitement of a new space being 
developed according to the modernising plans and activities that Nehru, 

5  Ibid., 163–64.
6  See: Jane C Loeffler, ‘The Architecture of Diplomacy: Heyday of the United States Embassy-
Building Program, 1954–60’, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 49, no. 3 (1990): 252–78, 
doi.org/10.2307/990518; and Loeffler’s Architecture of Diplomacy: Building America’s Embassies (New 
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1998), 187–95.
7  See: Philip Goad, ‘Designed Diplomacy: Furniture, Furnishing and Art in Australian Embassies 
for Washington DC and Paris’, in Floré and McAtee, The Politics of Furniture, 179–98, doi.org/ 
10.4324/9781315554389-11.

http://doi.org/10.2307/990518
http://doi.org/ 10.4324/9781315554389-11
http://doi.org/ 10.4324/9781315554389-11
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in particular, championed during the 1950s, and with the contributions 
of a broad range of architects and designers recruited to the tasks. Further, 
the site negotiated by the Australians, a block at the corner of Shantipath 
and Panchsheel Marg, was extraordinary for its being at the geographic 
centre of the new diplomatic enclave. Across the road would be the 
British High Commission. In one direction along Shantipath would be 
the US Embassy, the Embassy of France, the Pakistan High Commission 
(abutting the Australian block and thereby elevating the level of security 
measures needed), and the Soviet Embassy, now Embassy of the Russian 
Federation. In the other direction would rise the Embassy of the People’s 
Republic of China. All of these missions were within a 500-metre radius 
of Australia’s.

The Cold War also intruded in the form of competitive grandiosity, as 
the Soviets jostled with Europeans and Americans to leave their marks on 
the landscape. One of the leading American architects making multiple 
contributions was Joseph Allen Stein, a rising architect who had, to the 
mid-1950s, leaned towards the left politically, yet during this period also 
benefited from close relations with the Rockefeller and Ford foundations, 
regarded by many as cultural instruments of American foreign policy.

Joseph Stein’s architectural influence in New Delhi is so striking that 
his Australian high commission buildings often come well down a  list 
of achievements. One of the best known and most admired is the 
India International Centre (IIC), a focal point for local and visiting 
intellectuals, politicians and civil servants, artists and writers, with a rich 
program of conferences, concerts and other events. It was conceived in 
1958 when Stein was commissioned, and completed in 1962, adjacent 
to the Lodi Gardens, a part of New Delhi in which Stein would leave his 
most significant legacies. Stein fully embraced the liberal international 
idealism behind the IIC’s mission ‘to promote understanding and amity 
between the different communities of the world’.8 With a sensitivity for 
which he would become renowned to connections between stone, earth, 
water, garden and the work of the people at the IIC, Stein stressed the 
importance of simplicity and relationships as being at the heart of his 
project.9 He said:

8  ‘About IIC’, India International Centre, www.iicdelhi.nic.in/User_Panel/UserView.aspx?TypeID 
=1025, accessed 20 May 2018.
9  Ibid.

http://www.iicdelhi.nic.in/User_Panel/UserView.aspx?TypeID=1025
http://www.iicdelhi.nic.in/User_Panel/UserView.aspx?TypeID=1025
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it is a place where a certain kind of relationship exists—between 
the garden and the building, and the water and the earth and the 
sky, and the learning and activities that take place, and the things 
that can happen.10

In 1962 another of Stein’s commissioned works, the American 
International School, was completed in its first phase, which was 
followed by the Headquarters for the Ford Foundation on the Lodi Estate 
(1968), the Master Plan for Lodi Park (1968), a Memorial Plaza on the 
Lodi Estate (1970), the Ethiopian Embassy (1970), a Conservatory 
for the Lodi Gardens (1971), a Guest House for the Ford Foundation 
(1972), a Child Development Centre at Lady Irwin College (1976), the 
Headquarters for the United Nations Children’s Fund on the Lodi Estate 
(1981), the Headquarters for the World Wide Fund for Nature—India 
(1990), and the huge, multipurpose India Habitat Centre adjacent to 
the Lodi Estate (1993). The Habitat Centre’s completion meant that 
roughly one continuous kilometre of building in the Lodi was owed to 
Stein. It  is known affectionately today as ‘Steinabad’. This list does not 
include the many works he designed elsewhere in India from the 1950s 
through 1990s.

As others have recalled in greater detail than can be attempted here, 
Stein’s blend of modernism, his environmental sensibility and his uses of 
concrete, for reasons of cost and through his ongoing attachment to its 
different forms and uses, feature in these much-celebrated buildings in 
New Delhi.11 That Stein chose to stay in India and remain engaged with 
iconic projects such as the IIC (to which several Stein-designed additions 
were made) contributes to his celebrated standing in modern Indian 
architecture. Throughout his career he repeatedly stressed the importance 
of collaboration with others and of building an environment conducive 
to human interactions. ‘I suppose that the real thing that one strives for in 
architecture’ he later reflected, ‘in the end … is to achieve an environment 
that encourages fellowship’.12

10  Joseph Allen Stein, NH Ramachandran and Geeti Sen, ‘The India International Centre: 
Concept and Design: Joseph Allen Stein in conversation with N. H. Ramachandran and Geeti Sen’, 
India International Centre Quarterly 22, no. 4 (1995): 128.
11  This section draws in particular on Stephen White, Building in the Garden: The Architecture of 
Joseph Allen Stein in India and California (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1993); Jeffrey M Chusid, 
‘Joseph Allen Stein’s Experiments in Concrete in the U.S. and India’, The Journal of Preservation 
Technology 48, no. 1 (2017): 23–31; and Stein, Ramachandran and Sen, ‘The India International 
Centre’, 118–28.
12  Stein interview of 1987, quoted in White, Building in the Garden, 52.
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Stein’s early designs marked the transition from war to postwar in a manner 
that seemed to translate well to an India transitioning from colonial rule 
to independence. Many of his key design features emerged in California 
in the 1940s, when he was involved in designing affordable prototypes for 
war and postwar housing. Although one of the most ambitious programs 
for large-scale affordable cooperative housing fell over before Stein and 
his colleagues could fulfil their aims, Stein’s designs became well known. 
His own Californian house featured interlocking concrete panel walls, 
a concrete floor and a thin concrete roof. Every room opened onto a part 
of the garden. Both the openings to garden and the avoidance of wood 
spoke to a concern for the environment that would later be seen in his 
New Delhi designs, including the Australian High Commission chancery 
and residence. As Stein reflected, with reference to his time in California, 
‘I had the good fortune to live in a beautiful part of the world at a time 
when it was just beginning to be threatened by development’.13

Stein’s arrival in India in 1952 owed a good deal to the Cold War. 
In California in the late 1940s he, like many of his colleagues, had embraced 
left-wing politics and, according to the FBI, had joined the Communist 
Party. With some of his close friends, he and his family left the United 
States suddenly in 1951, at the start of what would become known as the 
era of McCarthyism. He arrived in Bengal in 1952 to a teaching position 
at the Bengal Engineering College in Calcutta, after spending time in 
Mexico, Italy and Switzerland. During his three years at the college, he 
and his students designed simple houses for mass production in factory 
towns such as Durgapur. He then moved to Delhi in 1955 to work on 
two commissioned projects with another former Californian architect, 
Benjamin Polk—the Australian high commission and a pavilion for Delhi 
University. Thus, the Australian project, completed in 1958 (residence) 
and 1966 (chancery), was the start of a particularly distinctive period 
of work by Stein, with partners such as Polk, and two with whom he 
would form an enduring commercial partnership, Jai Rattan Bhalla and 
Balkrishna Doshi.14

13  Stein, Ramachandran and Sen, ‘The India International Centre’, 121.
14  Stein, Doshi and Bhalla joined in the mid-1950s to found the highly successful architectural 
consultancy, ‘SDB Consultants’.
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The circumstances around Crocker’s commissioning of Stein and Polk to 
design the Australian chancery and High Commissioner’s residence are 
not clear from the archival record, but Crocker’s diary does list the many 
meetings about progress in the late 1950s. Not unusually, conversations 
around delays, troubles with builders and inefficient practices loom large 
in these entries. Indeed, Crocker grew impatient with delays to both 
buildings, and with what he thought were, ‘Stein’s changing and reversing 
his views, recommendations + his consternation + his long windedness’.15 
The Australian high commissioner was supportive of Stein’s design, 
however, and in 1959 noted, with seeming approval, Stein’s distaste for 
the ‘exhibitionism’ of other missions being constructed in Chanakyapuri 
and his verdict on the ‘ugly’ American embassy.16

In the buildings of the Australian high commission, Stein displayed 
a form of modernism that was less exuberant and more organic, with 
its connections to the earth and green spaces. His wife and landscape 
architect, Margaret Stein, continued to shape the direct connections 
between indoor and outdoor. Reflecting on this period and subsequent 
works such as the IIC, Stein spoke of his desire to make good, not great, 
buildings that catered to the mood of transition from colonial rule to 
independence and were appropriate to time and place. He also recalled 
his embrace of the ideals of postwar liberal internationalism, and the 
need to enable this internationalism to become manifest in different 
geographical settings:

Our attempt to blend functionalism and regionalism … At  the 
time we did these things, the weight of architecture was in 
the direction of the international style, which placed theory ahead 
of the particular site, or the cultural context. It was part of the 
concept of One World. Now, I believe very much in One World 
… I think we will have to have a common language so we can all 
communicate. But I still think that within the frame of shall I say, 
the integrity of the logic that modern architecture tried to develop, 
this search for truth is not incompatible at all with sensitivity for 
site and even ecological awareness, and sensitivity to nuances 
of culture.17

15  Crocker Diaries, 15 May 1959. Also see entries for 13 December 1958, 16 January 1959, 18 July 
1959, 30 July 1959 and 22 October 1959, copy held at Deakin University Library (hereafter DUL): 
327.94 Crocke Cro/Dos.
16  Ibid.
17  Stein interview from 1987, quoted in White, Building in the Garden, 53.
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Figure 5.1. Stein’s Australian Chancery, New Delhi, 1966.
Source: Commonwealth Department of Works with Joseph Allen Stein and 
Associates, National Archives of Australia (NAA): A1200, L89642.

Architectural preservation expert Jeffrey Chusid describes Stein’s 
integration of concrete with a broader ‘material vocabulary’ in the 
Australian high commission:

Most notably, it included a local quartzite that Stein used for piers, 
stair towers and walls. The stones were cut into rough pentagons 
and arranged in courses that grouped several rows together. 
Concrete was used for the basic structural frame: in thin shells that 
evoked Mughal vaults and domes, in precast floors and roofs, in 
jalis [lattice-style screens], and in the Australian High Commission 
offices and residence as slender arcade elements. Stein would also 
use handmade clay tiles and other elements to both support local 
craftspeople (he hoped) and to reinforce the building’s connection 
to local traditions.18

18  Chusid, ‘Joseph Allen Stein’s Experiments in Concrete’, 27–28.
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Figure 5.2. Chancery building, 1970.
Source: NAA: A1200, L89639.

Generally, commentators distinguish between the two forms of buildings 
comprising foreign missions, namely chanceries and ambassadorial 
residences. Chanceries are public buildings that anticipate multiple uses 
and are filled by offices in which diplomats and staffers conduct work and 
meet with outsiders in designated public spaces. Residences, on the other 
hand, are less overtly symbolic and more private, save for events to which 
guests are invited; but it would be wrong to draw too sharp a distinction 
for there is generally a high expectation that the head of mission will 
regularly entertain a range of influential local people. The chancery 
building of the high commission designed by Stein lasted until 2004 
when, controversially, it was demolished and replaced by a larger building 
that continues to serve the mission today. As outlined for an Australian 
parliamentary committee, the building was lacking the amenities and safety 
features required of the modern era. It was also a victim of the successful 
promotion of Australia for Indian students and visitors—not only was 
the post increasing in staff numbers, but it was also having to cope with 
rapidly increasing numbers of visitors and visa applicants. Indeed, if any 
one area of activity highlighted the chancery building’s limitations, it was 
the rapidly expanding visa section of the high commission, the staffing 
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of which increased rapidly during the first decade of the new century.19 
The brief for the new building, as put before a parliamentary committee 
in 2003, was technically correct but remarkably silent about what was 
being torn down. Its noting that ‘There are no known heritage issues 
restricting the development of the proposed new Chancery building’20 
was not a comment likely to have endeared the Australian Government to 
the many admirers of Stein’s New Delhi.

The ‘old building’, as it is now commonly known, was more intimate and 
its recalled advantages—working more closely together with other sections 
and between LES and Australian staff—are mixed with the common 
nostalgia for a smaller cohort of pioneers who enabled an enterprise to 
grow. Members coming in and out, or circulating within the building, 
were more visible to a greater number of fellow staff than is now the 
case, in conditions that might today be called an ‘incubator’. Its generous 
windows welcomed the exterior more than those of the new building, 
and helped foster a sense of community and amity—very much along 
the lines Stein had intended.21 As one long-term LES reflected, growth 
in staffing has brought about silos and less exchange. It is much harder 
now to leverage the knowledge in, for example, the immigration section, 
by walking past and conversing with those in Austrade, as the new office 
geography does not allow for it.22 The old building’s disadvantages were 
the other side of the coin. Working space became too cramped as staff 
numbers grew, creating occupational, health and safety issues, and the 
building was not suited to modification allowing for growth.

But Stein’s legacy lives on strongly in the High Commissioner’s residence. 
In September 2017, High Commissioner Ms Harinder Sidhu hosted an 
event at the residence at which architects who worked with Stein reflected 
on his achievements and legacies. She said:

Having a residence in Delhi designed by Joseph Stein must be for 
Australians the same as having your home designed by Jørn Utzon, 
the Danish architect who created the Sydney Opera House. It is 

19  Interview with LES (h), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi. In notes 
that follow, locally engaged staff are not identified, in accordance with interview conditions, but referred 
to as ‘LES (a)’, ‘LES (b)’ and so on.
20  Construction of New Chancery, New Delhi, India: Statement of Evidence for Presentation to the 
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works (Canberra: Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
Overseas Property Office, June 2003), 3, 23.
21  Interview with LES (c), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
22  Interview with LES (e), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
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a great privilege, and living here is a daily delight. The things that 
Stein strove for—a building that is at one with its garden and 
surroundings, a sense of openness and freedom of movement, of 
light and air—they are all apparent every moment in this place.23

Some of those attending this event bemoaned the sudden demolition 
of the Stein-designed chancery, but the architectural excellence in the 
residence, and its place in the bigger Stein firmament of New Delhi ensure 
that the Australian presence remains easily ‘placed’ in a venerated story 
of New Delhi’s growth. Joseph Stein’s determination to build structures 
fostering collaboration and fellowship produces ongoing diplomatic 
warmth towards the High Commissioner’s Residence.

Locally Engaged Perspectives
The roles played by locally engaged staff are multiple. LES are generally 
regarded as of high importance by the many countries that rely heavily 
on them, even if they have attracted little research attention. ‘They 
provide’, according to a 2011 profile of US embassy life, ‘the institutional 
memory for the missions’, generally remaining at posts for much longer 
than their rotating American (or whichever national) colleagues. ‘With 
their intimate understanding of the politics, culture and society of their 
country, they provide valuable insight into effectively addressing complex 
situations and overcoming challenges in a cross-cultural environment.’24 
As a recent commentator on modern diplomacy observes:

Much more than is widely recognised, the local staff, even when 
cleaving to more than one loyalty, often are responsible for a large 
degree of whatever success embassies can claim, knowing their 
own countries and how to get things done much better than do 
most of the diplomatic staff.25

23  ‘Social Architect’, The Pioneer, 11 September 2017, www.dailypioneer.com/vivacity/social-
architect.html, accessed 2 June 2018. The author also participated in this event.
24  Shawn Dorman, ‘Profiles: Who Works in an Embassy?’ in Shawn Dorman (ed.), Inside a U.S. 
Embassy: Diplomacy at Work, All-New Third Edition of the Essential Guide to the Foreign Service (Lincoln, 
University of Nebraska Press, 2011), 65, doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1djmhxq.
25  David M Malone, ‘The Modern Diplomatic Mission’, in Andrew F Cooper, Jorge Heine and 
Ramesh Thakur (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Modern Diplomacy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2013), 123–24, doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199588862.013.0007.

http://www.dailypioneer.com/vivacity/social-architect.html
http://www.dailypioneer.com/vivacity/social-architect.html
http://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctt1djmhxq
http://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199588862.013.0007
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Beyond this type of admiring assessment, however, there is little research 
that takes us further in understanding the impact of LES activities. 
This  chapter does not make grand claims in this direction, but brings 
together testimonies, memories and personal reflections in ways that are 
suggestive for our understanding the dynamics of working in a sizeable post 
such as the Australian High Commission in New Delhi. In fact, it might 
be considered more unusual not to consider seriously the roles played by 
LES, such has been their growth in numbers over the last three decades in 
some of Australia’s larger posts, and such are their distinctive perspectives. 
Some members of the High Commission in New Delhi have worked 
there for more than two decades, and in a couple instances, more than 
four decades! Given that most Australian-based staff are posted overseas 
for a term of three years, which is occasionally extended depending on 
circumstances, it is often the LES who have the longer-term perspectives 
when reflecting on change and continuity. Sometimes they are the best 
placed to measure change from different vantage points, according to 
their varying roles. A history of the high commission according to human 
movement, for example, with the assistance of long-term LES, would show 
that the number of movement requisition forms required for any travel by 
a member of the High Commission in New Delhi grew from around 100 
for the financial year 1997–98 to close to 500 for 2015–16. A ‘material 
history’ of the high commission might aggregate and extrapolate this 
information with other indices collected at a less diplomatic and more 
administrative level of work. As well as growing in size—from less than 
100 members in 1997 to nearly 400 in 2016—the high commission grew 
dramatically in its geographic reach, with members travelling more often, 
even despite the opening of Consulates General in Mumbai and Chennai 
during this period.26

Overseas postings might be integral to career progression for Australian 
staff, but careers have progressed in the one location and over a longer 
term for LES. According to one longstanding LES, the advantage of 
working in an English-speaking diplomatic post marks out the Australian 
high commission (and other English-language-speaking embassies and 
high commissions) as more desirable than others. Career progression 
could occur more quickly, and levels of responsibility might be reached 
in the Australian post faster than might be possible in a non-English-

26  Interview with LES (d), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi. 
All interviewees are de-identified, in accordance with Ethic Committee–approved interviews.
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speaking embassy.27 One of the strongest recurring themes from LES 
interviewed in 2016 was their appreciation of Australian managers who 
had encouraged LES to stretch out beyond their formal designations and 
ranks. These fondly remembered managers had provided informal rewards 
and opportunities for those LES who work above and beyond their job 
descriptions. Informal mentoring, sometimes mixed with camaraderie-
building social events (such as Bollywood skits involving ‘visa villains’), 
was remarked on by those who had not seen such behaviour at other 
diplomatic missions.28

A career spent at a diplomatic post such as the Australian high commission 
was, and remains, highly valued relative to other possible vocations in 
New Delhi. For women, there is the added attraction of career mobility 
that might be less possible in comparable Delhi workplaces.29 And both 
men and women are conscious of the conditions attaching to their 
employment—hours that are more regular and family friendly than the 
hours that might be worked at a comparable pay scale elsewhere in New 
Delhi, and weekends that can be spent with family. They welcome those 
Australians who are most embracing of their work and they endure others 
who interact less with them, knowing that the revolving door of overseas 
postings will soon throw up replacements. The main qualification to these 
positive views, at least as expressed by longer-term LES, was the recent 
rise of a more ‘corporate culture’ at the high commission, in which past 
service was less valued and had been replaced by the need to constantly 
negotiate one’s standing in the organisation.30 The new chancery building, 
while much better suited to the needs of an expanding mission, also 
compartmentalised and corporatised the feel of the workplace more than 
previously had been the case.31

The intercultural exchange that we imagine is part of the diplomat’s 
bread and butter is even more necessary for the LES. It also lies at the 
heart of what can be a source of satisfaction: being embedded in the 
development of Australian–Indian relations. The task of needing to know 
Australia in order to prosper in New Delhi is one that is, according to 

27  Interview with LES (a), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
28  Interview with LES (a), (b), (c), (d), (f ), (h) and (i), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 
2016, New Delhi.
29  Interview with LES (i), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
30  Summary drawn from interviews with LES (a), (b), (c) and (d), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 
23 February 2016, New Delhi.
31  Interview with LES (h) and (i), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
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interviewees, readily embraced: ‘You have to adopt a little part of that 
country in order to work, in order to be in the same space’32 The corollary 
is that there emerges a local form of authority when LES reflect on Indian 
attitudes towards Australia on matters of policy priority. Changing the 
mix of Australian exports to India, for example, is an ongoing challenge, 
even if volumes have risen steadily. One of the Australian Government’s 
aims has been to grow the export of services, and promote a shift from 
Indians seeing Australia as primarily a source of commodities. When 
an LES reflects that ‘Somewhere in the psyche of the Indian business 
community they are not able to see Australia as more than a traditional 
supplier of commodity goods’, this judgement comes with a blended 
expertise deriving from skill and experience, and a boldness in occupying 
a cultural joining point between the two countries. Whatever the merits 
of the judgement, it reflects a preparedness to interpret Indian conditions 
through the lens of Australian national interests.33 The word ‘we’, used 
repeatedly in interviews as a short-hand by LES to describe Australia and 
Australian interests, is at one level merely logical, but at another level, goes 
to their personal involvement in the ongoing project of drawing India and 
Australia closer together. As one member put it, it is ‘a good feeling that 
you are working to achieve something—in this case, Australian–Indian 
relations’.34

Strong collaborative relationships between LES and Australian members 
underpinned some of the fondest memories expressed in February 
2016. These touched on both areas of work and the social life of the 
high commission. To have been drafting cables in recent times that were 
based on their independent research for particular policy questions was 
a source of pride. (The Americans, it was suggested, did not grant LES 
the same licence.)35 LES research officers might not see the final version in 
which their labour bears fruit, but to know that their work passes through 
a  respected hierarchy of officer and sometimes head or deputy head of 
mission, is important.36 To have watched sporting events grow stronger 
and broaden from a high commission cricket team to regular soccer, tennis 
and badminton events provided one longstanding LES great satisfaction. 
In the case of another, non-sporting member, it was her son who loved 

32  Interview with LES (d), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
33  Interview with LES (e), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
34  Interview with LES (g), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
35  Interview with LES (f ), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
36  Interview with LES (c), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
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playing with the high commission cricket team.37 In all cases, the mixing 
of LES and Australian staff was a key ingredient to what was regarded 
as success. Similarly, the high commission’s Social Club was a common 
focal point, and its vitality—including a happy hour—contributed to the 
general sense of sociability and the crossing of boundaries, ethnic and 
bureaucratic power, in well-recognised and celebrated ways.38

Discussion of LES logically invites consideration of power relationships 
between them and Australian-based staff. Australia-based staff carry 
more responsibility and wield more power, thereby creating potential for 
exploitation or possibly a roller-coaster ride from one Australian manager 
to the next one. As one LES put it, you only get to know your boss well 
in year two, and after the third year they are gone. The best approach was 
a mixture of friendliness and wariness:

I tell my staff when we get a nice boss, do not get used to them, 
because the next one might be tough and you won’t be able to 
work with them.39

Exploring this with current LES is fraught, with understandable reticence 
to engage in ways that may damage reputations and risk stories circling 
back to current members of the mission. But to the extent that we can 
report, then, with one exception—recollection of one Australian manager 
who seemed to exude race-inflected superiority—the relations of power 
seem to have been negotiated adroitly.40 And the creation of well-known 
work events in which power boundaries were periodically relaxed, such as 
social and sporting events, seems to have been a mostly successful feature 
of Australian–LES relations. Inspiring Australian staff mentors coming 
and going featured more strongly than the less well-loved ones.

Conclusion
This chapter has taken up the invitation in recent scholarship to introduce 
a stronger sense of geography, both physical and human, to the study of 
overseas missions. While more work awaits, the case of the Australian 
High Commission in New Delhi provides strong evidence of the value 

37  Interview with LES (h), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
38  Interview with LES (a), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
39  Interview with LES (d), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
40  Interview with LES (i), David Lowe and Eric Meadows, 23 February 2016, New Delhi.
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in this approach. Architecturally it was, and remains, distinctive. It was 
the first purpose-built Australian mission in Asia, and Australia’s only 
commissioned overseas mission between Australia House’s opening in 
London in 1918 and the Bates, Smart & McCutcheon–designed embassy 
in Washington in 1969. As one of many missions being built in the new 
Chanakyapuri area, it inevitably took shape in comparison with others, 
and in the landscape of Cold War and postcolonial politics jostling with 
Nehru’s vision for modern India. The work of the high commission’s chief 
architect, Joseph Allen Stein, rode these themes over four decades, while 
Stein cumulatively laid a legacy in concrete, gardens and environments 
receptive to human interactions across New Delhi, thereby folding the 
Australian buildings into a bigger story that continues today. Moreover, 
the ‘locating’ of the high commission begs consideration of its longer-
term workers who are, not surprisingly, locally engaged staff. A focus on 
LES, as shown here, does not necessarily dilute a concern for ‘Australian 
national interest’, that fuzzy and malleable phrase that guides much 
discussion of Australian diplomacy. In fact, the work of LES helps to add 
clarity to the concept in some ways, enabling us to reflect on the policies, 
priorities and growth of the high commission over time, and to hear from 
those who see themselves as small, human bridges in the bigger story of 
Australian–Indian relations.
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